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Several years ago I laughed out loud at a recruiting brochure to bring students to the University 
of Southern California. On the front page in glorious color, captioned by the clause "At USC 
you'll get much more than a great band and a great football team," there was a picture of our 
friend and inspiration Sol Golomb in full football uniform (#45) with a football tucked under 
one arm and his helmet ucked under the other. It occurred to me that with all the roles at USC 
that Sol has taken on, that he found in this ersatz personna yet another way of broadening his 
involvement. 
I became a student of Sol's at USC in 1974 for several reasons. My thesis advisor at the 
time was Dick Bellman, who had become seriously ill. He had told me a couple of years earlier: 
"Take any course that Golomb teaches." I had already followed Dick's instructions and had 
been delighted with the clarity of insights provided by Sol's probability, information theory, and 
coding theory courses. As his advisee, I had even more fun. I would visit Sol in his office every 
week or two, and would listen for an hour or so to his holding forth on his research results and 
those of  other folks. At the time I didn't recognize that I was being steered by Sol in a direction 
appropriate for my background, but it became obvious when I was able to summarize what I 
heard, and was able to develop it further in new and unforeseen directions. When new results 
staxted appearing, Sol and I got into a cooperative race for problem solutions that was both 
productive and exhilarating. And I loved every minute of it. 
It  was also during this period that Sol would sometimes excuse himself rom our appointments, 
because there were conflicts with the substantial blocks of time he was giving to the university for 
the Faculty Senate. He became its President in 1976-1977. Later, in 1986-1989, he took on the 
task of serving as USC's Vice Provost for Research. Most recently, he served administratively as 
Director of Technology at the Annenberg Center for Communication, a post he gave up in 1998. 
For all that he has done over his many years for USC, it was fitting that he was given the 
University's Presidential Medallion in 1985, its most prestigious honor. I sometimes still reflect 
on what he told me of his reasoning for choosing to join the USC Faculty when he left the Jet 
Propulsion Laboratory (rather than going to Cal Tech or UCLA): "I wanted to go to the institu- 
tion where my contributions would make the greatest impact." When we view the University of 
Southern California that Sol joined with the great university of today, and think of Sol's interac- 
tions with it, we find it easy to believe in his success and the satisfaction that his contributions 
must give him. 
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Certainly, much of Sol's success in the greater university community was due to his truly being 
a "scholar" in the broad sense. He belongs to that old school that finds intellectual stimulation 
over a broad spectrum of topics. I remember my personal delight in working for a person who 
would not only talk about mathematics, but would hold forth both on Bible scholarship and why 
"Y sha-ru-tsu" was the Japanese way to write the English phrase "white shirt". I remember also 
my great pride in almost winning a game of chess with Sol, in which he started by removing his 
queen from the board. 
I do need to mention the real reason for my wanting to work under Sol. He was the only 
person I knew who could meet my own exacting standards for selecting an advisor. He became 
for me, not only my academic parent, but also my "anagram-father": nevertheless, I still do suffer 
some embarrassment when my very existence is questioned by those who notice that the name 
G. S. Bloom permutes into S. Golomb. 
Of course, Sol has been honored in far broader forums than USC. For example, he was the 
first member of the National Academy of Engineering elected from USC. He is a Fellow of the 
IEEE and also of the AAAS, he has been elected as a foreign member of the Russian Academy of 
Natural Sciences, and he has received prizes for the significance of his work including the major 
recognition of the IEEE Information Theory Group, the Shannon Prize. 
Perhaps we should insert Sol's list of publications here, but instead, we'll list a few artifacts 
of his career that have served as stones tossed in a pond whose ripples have carried his efforts 
far beyond that point where most of us can see. USC has fortunately been able to reward Sol's 
intellectual contributions to the scientific ommunity by designating him the first holder of the 
Andrew and Erna Viterbi Chair in Communications. 
Table 1 lists Sol's 21 doctoral students who have preserved Sol's influence in their own work 
for another academic generation. 
Sol has written well over 200 journal articles, books, and articles in conference proceedings. 
The topics are widely varied, but a significant number of these writings have proved seminal. 
Some have simply been so fundamental in establishing fields of research that the book or paper 
must be cited. Others have asked such provocative questions (often stated simply and clearly) 
that a competitive flurry of activity has resulted. We have checked in the libraries that subscribe 
to the compact-disk version of the Science Citation Index and have noted during the 18 years 
from 1980-1997 inclusive that citations to Sol's work in the papers they reviewed appeared 855 
times ... or an average of 48 documented citations per year. 
For example, besides producing numerous ingle papers that dealt with Shift Register Se- 
quences, Sol wrote the book in 1967 that is still required reading 32 years later. Not surprisingly, 
in 1982, Sol wrote an updated revision to the original text, which then became the version to 
cite. The Science Citation Index indicates that in the years from 1980 to 1997 just over half of 
the refereed papers (434 of the 855) that have cited Sol's work include one of the editions of this 
book. Among the many application of shift-register technology is the current (IS-95) standard 
technology for cellular telephony, developed so successfully by Andy Viterbi and implemented by 
his Qualcomm Company. 
Shift-register technology is one kind of Digital Communications with Space Applications that 
Sol wrote about (with portions written by his esteemed colleagues, L. Baumert, M. Easterling, 
J. Stiffier, and A. Viterbi) in the text of that name in 1964. Because of continuing demand, a 
reprint appeared in 1981. There have been 58 citations of this book that appeared in refereed 
papers from 1980-1997 according to the Science Citation Index. 
Few folks are more qualified to write a text on Information Theory and Coding than Sol, who 
did so with Robert Peile and Bob Scholtz. (I might have been able to take fewer notes if it had 
existed in my student days.) Plenum Publishers indicate that to date well over 1,000 copies of 
this volume have been purchased. 
Perhaps the most read book of Sol's is considered "recreational", because it is accessible to 
the public that loves intellectual recreations ... puzzles, if you will. Polyominoes in its original 
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Ph.D. 
Date 
1962 Jack Stiffler 
1962 Robert C. Tausworthe 
1966 Abraham Waksman 
1966 William Hurd 
1968 Harold M. Fredricksen 
1968 David Sherman 
1970 Clarence Fuzak 
1970 Herbert M. Trachtenberg 
1973 Ralph Thoene 
1976 Gary S. Bloom 
1978 Martin J. Cohen 
1981 Herbert Taylor 
1981 Unjeng Cheng 
1983 Betty Tang 
1987 David Rutan 
1988 Ning Zhang (Chang) 
1988 Gregory Yovanof 
1991 Hong-Yeop Song 
1993 C. Wayne Walker 
1994 Gregory Mayhew 
1999 Peter Gaal 
Doctoral Student Dissertation Title 
"Self-synchronizing binary telemetry codes" 
"Correlation properties of cyclic sequences" 
"On the performance of a one-dimensional array of finite 
state machines" 
"Statistical properties of speech, music and noise, and 
the detection of speech in noise" 
"Disjoint cycles from the de Bruijn graph" 
"Speech spectral measurements--Convergence and 
applications to language discrimination" 
"On voicing duration in connected English speech" 
"On the cross-correlation functions of maximal-linear 
recurring sequences" 
"Quasi-polyominoes" 
"Numbered undirected graphs and their uses: A survey 
of a unifying scientific and engineering concept and its 
use in developing a theory of nonredundant homometric sets 
relating to some ambiguities in X-ray diffraction analysis" 
"On the difference x(x + 1)... (x + n - 1) - y" 
"Some graph theoretic topics from electrical engineering" 
"Properties of sequences" 
"Comma-free and bounded synchronization delay codes 
of even word length" 
"Difference sets and analysis of the periodic orrelation 
of sequences" 
"Generalized Barker sequences" 
"Homometric structures" 
"On aspects of Tuscan squares" 
"Solving the error locator polynomial over finite fields 
in algebraic decoding" 
"Statistical properties of modified e Bruijn sequences" 
"On the conjectured new families of cyclic Hadamard 
difference sets" 
and revised forms, and its translat ions,  and perhaps by its being described in Mart in  Gardner ' s  
Scientific American column, has retained popular i ty  from its appearance in 1965 through its 1996 
revised paperback  edit ion unti l  today. Part  of its capt ivat ing property  is that  its readers may 
match their  level of mathemat ica l  sophist icat ion with the problems on which they work and may 
even consider a var iety of appl icat ions to parts  of the physical world modeled by polyominoes.  
This  recreat ional  work in appl ied combinator ia l  geometry has not only del ighted many, but  has 
been cited (in "serious" mathemat ica l ,  refereed journal  articles since 1980) 49 times, as noted by 
the Science Citation Index. 
The book Polyominoes i only one example of Sol's knowing how to reach people with seductive 
mathemat ics .  His puzzle columns natural ly  come to mind, and problems that  he brought to Mar-  
t in Gardner ' s  attent ion.  But there have been more. Log onto the internet at h t tp : / /members .  
co l .  com/go lomb20/ in t ro .h tml  and find a lively and extensive continuing discussion of Golomb 
Rulers, the shortest  ruler with n marks which makes no dupl icate measurements.  (A measure- 
ment  is the distance between any pair of the n marks.) Sol calculated rulers through length 11 
in 1965. Now, there is an active community  determined to find the next Golomb rulers . . .  at 
the moment  the "next" ruler has a length of 24. 
Of course, all of us know of Sol's effectiveness in purely mathemat ica l  topics. Among the 
inf luential papers  cited in the Science Citation List are "The informat ion-generat ing function 
of a probabi l i ty  d istr ibut ion" in the January  1966 IEEE Transactions on Information Theory, 
"Formulas for the next prime" in the 1976 Pacific Journal of Mathematics, and "An ident i ty  for 
C(2n, n)" in the October  1992 issue of American Mathematical Monthly. In the Math Reviews 
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now there are two subject classification headings pioneered by Sol. One is "Polyominoes", and 
the other is "Shift Register Sequences". 
Another mode of influencing the future of mathematics is to coauthor with other well-known 
researchers of the present. Table 2 lists Sol's 37 co-authors. Perhaps in this Seven-Degrees- 
of-Freedom-Era, we should refer to these as having "Golomb Number" one. The list naturally 
includes Sol's students and USC colleagues--many of whom have substantial reputations oftheir 
own. In addition, the list contains other major names in coding theory and combinatorics as 
well as that of Max Delbriick, a Nobel prize winning biologist. Long before such a view had any 
popular following, Sol saw in the sequencing of DNA and other biological molecules, the coding 
of life (see for example: "On the plausibility of the RNA code" in the December 1962 issue of 
Nature). 
Table 2. 
Baumert, L.D. Gaal, P. Lemple, A. Selfridge, L. 
Bloom, G.S. Gong, G. Mailing, L. Song, H.Y. 
Cheng, U. Gordon, B. Moreno, O. Tang, B. 
Cohen, M. Gottesman, S. Mayhew, G. Taylor, H. 
Dahlke, K.A. Graham, R.L. No, J.S. Truong, T.K. 
Dai, Z.D. Grieve, P. Peile, R. Weindling, M.N. 
Davey, J.R. Hales, W. Posner, E.C. Welch, L.R. 
Delbriick, M. Hall, M., Jr. Reed, I.S. Yovanof, G.
Etzion, T. Lee, H.K. Scholtz, R.A. Zhang, N. 
Even, S. 
It is also popular to calculate one's Erd6s number. (Writing a paper with Erd6s, confers on 
the co-author an Erd6s number of one; co-authoring with an Erd6s co-author, gives one an Erd6s 
number of two; and so on.) By ~;he standard convention, Sol has a multiple claim to ErdSs number 
two, e.g., through Gordon, Graham, Selfridge, and Taylor. On the other hand, Sol notes that 
perhaps his Erd6s number is negative one, since Erd6s wrote a paper on a problem proposed by 
Sol. 
In reflecting about Sol, there is much to say. We've neglected commenting on his commercial 
ventures and his family ... two more of his successful dealings with life. 
It has been an honor and pleasure to help put together Sol Golomb's 60 th Birthday Symposium 
and this special issue of Computers ~ Mathematics with Applications. It reminds me that people 
of outstanding intellect and humanity, of generous pirit and of kind humor not only exist, but 
can win in the great game of life. And it makes me proud that I have been lucky enough to know 
and work with one. 
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